
Branding 
Standards 

Guide

Samson’s Promise of Strength, 
Quality and Tradition is dependant 
on the consistency of our brand.
Solidifying and protecting the brand 
by following set standards is the goal 
of every Samson associate. 
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The Samson Story

The company began in the kitchen of famed wrestler Sam “Samson” Bauer. In 1911, 
during the height of Samson’s career— he publicly divulged the secret to his per-
fectly coiffured hair that lasted through even the most brutal of scuffles.  He wasn’t 
using the weak everyman pomades 
that were flooding the market at 
that time, he made his own. Public 
interest boomed and Samson left 
the world of wrestling for business. 

To this day Samson has remained 
the name behind strong and reli-
able hair care products for men. 



Brand Personality

A big selling point of the Samson brand is the personal-
ity behind it. Our target market looks for heavy style and 
quality within a product — and finds what they are 
looking for in Samson. 

StylishHigh Quality

UniqueTrustworthy Down to earth Vintage



Brand Position

The Samson Brand merges accessibility with high class. Research groups 
show Axe users choose Axe because it in not intimidating or overpriced. 
High-End hair care product users believe that the brands carry an air of 
sophistication that cheaper products do not have. 



The Samson Logo

The Samson logo is the company’s primary identifier 
and it is pertinent that it’s rules be followed to the let-
ter:

There is a maximum and minimum size for 
both print and web. 

A black and white version may only be 
used in black and white or one color
printing. 

The signature Samson Rust color may
not be adjusted or de-saturated. 

No other logo or body text should 
appear within one inch around the
Samson logo. 

Maximum Size

Minimum Size



Improper Usage: logo

Do not crop

Wallpaper the logo Separate the logo elements Although tempting...

Invert or apply any filtersDistort the logo

DO NOT MAKE 

ME SAY THINGS.



Secondary Marking

Our secondary mark that defines our branding is the 
gray rounded rectangle with a dotted rim in Sam-
son Rust. This graphic device can be used to highlight 
headlines in corporate send-outs (such as this brand 
standards book) as well as classify the type of hair care 
product on our packaging. 

Vertical Usage
{Note: logo may 
only appear with-
in the top third 
of this secondary 
mark to ensure 
proper hierarchy}

Horizontal Usage 
{For headlines and packaging label}



Typographic System

The Serif Extra Light Plain

{please, use brackets instead of parenthesis}

The Serif Extra Light Italic

The Serif Black Caps Italic
Headline Text. Do not use in excess

Body copy both on packaging and corporate messaging.

Italics used for headlines within body copy. 



Improper Usage: Type

No Strokes

Never use non-brand font Do not type in perspective Do not type on a path

Do not vary widths and stylesDo not vary size



The Samson Palette

Over the long history of our company, our color system has remained 
the same and has played an integral part in the stickiness of our brand.

SAMSON RUST
C: 24 M: 85 Y: 100 K: 0
PANTONE: pms 484
WEB:  #B7410E

SAMSON GRAY
C: 0 M: 0 Y: 0 K: 94.51
PANTONE: pms 419
WEB: #150517

BLACK and WHITE
100%



Brand Application

Logo must be applied
top and center on non-
tin products, and centered 
on tinned pomade and
moustache wax.



Go Ahead, Be a Samson. 


